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About This Game

Fight on the front lines of the war between humanity and the hideous Blobs. (Not that anyone has actually seen a Blob up close,
but everyone knows they have tentacles. Surely they’re hideous!) Go on stealth missions, run alien blockades, and investigate

mysterious planets, "aided" by Lloyd, your insufferably obnoxious shipboard computer.

Choice of the Star Captain is the hilarious interactive science-fiction novel where your choices determine how the story
proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of

your imagination.

For example, suppose Lloyd has just informed you that your ship will crash land on the jungle moon of Cygnus Delta in 93
seconds. What will you do?

A) Call upon your elite piloting skills to escape the moon’s gravity well.
B) Invite Lloyd to land the ship himself, if he’s so smart.

C) Make the prudent choice, and try landing on the moon’s surface instead of attempting a risky escape.
D) Spend the last 93 seconds of your life gleefully smashing Lloyd’s screen with a torque wrench.

Humanity needs you, Star Captain! Will you defeat the Blobs and come home as a war hero? Will you uncover the secret that
sparked the Blob invasion? Will you serve as ambassador and convince the Blobs to spare the human race? The choice is yours.
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One of the best EMU been through in TS..The noise when throttle is released is quite nice to hear these days. Would definitely
recommend it!. More of a low-damage AR with a scope, but good gun.. This game is too exhausting to finish haha great game
though, plays exactly as advertised and has lots of levels!. Can't get this to run above 25 FPS. The action doesn't make sense.
One minute you're underwater and the next you're in some Indiana Jones\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. THIS
PROGRAM DELETE MY ALL STEAM GAMES ON PC WHEN I UNINSTALL THIS PROGRAM FROM COMPUTER.
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More maps. More good.. Nice step up from standard FS2 graphics but not worth $35 for 1 airport and surrounding areas. Did
not work o my platform. Brilliant game. I had fun the minute I started the action.

I were always hyping Landfall's games, and the first time I saw this on their channel, I did the same. Even as a side project, it
really shows some quality. Really simple, yes, but heap fast-paced action with nice humor lying in the ragdoll physics. The
gameplay is purely multiplayer, online or local, which means the more players the better!

I recommend this just as much as any other, and as stated before, the more players, the better!. I dont really want to make a bad
review, so I recommend this game. Short but interesting. Has the main hype events but lacks any depth in the misunderstood
truth of Caligula and why he actually did those things (he was sticking it to the man\/establishment(senate) and trying to out do
Tiberius legacy.). Worth a playthrough. Nice artwork.. spent 30 minutes trying to craft the axe i found 2 out of 3 things needed,
but just gave up, plus there are a few things that need fixing.

1, day night cycle is far too short.
2, you die too quickly.
2, inventory is too small
3, no tutorial, not even a simple one..

other then that, its not a bad game. i understand its a three man dev team and things take time, but i wouldn't of put it up for
early access just yet. i would recommend to others if and when the bugs are fixed.

maybe, just maybe, if these things a sorted out then i might just buy it back.. So I bought this game with the coupon they gave
me, and I was really in love with the style, but it felt... lacking. The autoaim being an absolute necessity, even when you swap
input methods, is really painful and makes it really hard to focus on anything but how clunky and obnoxious the charge
mechanic is, especially considering that, because this game is entirely focused on a horde-style storymode, you aren't actually
traversing levels like many other twin stick shooters, you're consistently defending this witch in extremely cramped maps. I'm
sure this is something a lot of people will love, but I came in here expecting Hotline Miami, not a twin stick western horde
mode. If there were actual levels to traverse and autoaim wasn't an issue, I would love this because its style is gorgeous and the
music is lovely, but... as a game, I hate it.. Ok, so about this DLC:

1- Unless you want to play full price to support the devs, get it when it's on sale. The gameplay's pretty fun, but 5 bucks for 4
levels is a bit steep.

2- It's pretty glitchy. If you thought the original game was too buggy, you're going to hate this DLC. Especially level three-
sometimes your cop "sidekick" won't register a target, and every now and then he astral projects off the map for a minute. But if
you don't really care about minor glitches, this DLC is great.

3- Ignore the people saying it's too hard-I suck at the game and I beat this DLC in a little less than 3 hours. They just don't
understand the mechanics and give up before they figure them out.

4- It's not multiplayer. I played the base game and the DLC alone, so this didn't affect me, but if you're looking to play with a
friend stick to the original.

5- The different mechanics are actually pretty fun. I personally enjoyed playing to the new objectives, and it freshens up the
game.

Overall, this is a pretty good DLC. Just make sure you're not expecting more of the same from the original game, and give it a
chance if it glitches out.
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